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On the Existence of Garden-of-Eden Configurations 
WILLIAM I. GROSKY 
Mathematics Department, Computer Science Section, Wayne State University, 
Detroit, Michigan 48202 
We examine the existence of Garden-of -Eden configurations in stratified 
tessellation automata, which are tessellation automata capable of mixed parallel/ 
sequential processing. For a given automaton, the class of finitely arbitrary 
properties over its set of configurations i defined. For a given finitely arbitrary 
property, we show that if this automaton has no Garden-of -Eden configurations 
with this property, then it has none at all. Th is  strengthens previously estab l i shed 
results in the literature. We also feel that the method of proof is interesting in 
its own right. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a tessellation automaton, a Garden-of-Eden configuration is a configuration 
with no predecessor with respect o the global parallel transformation. In most 
papers on this topic--e.g., Amoroso and Cooper (1970), Moore (1959) and 
Myhill (1963)--only finite Garden-of-Eden configurations are discussed. 
Richardson (1972) discusses arbitrary Garden-of-Eden configurations and 
proves a theorem which states that if all finite configurations have a finite pre- 
decessor with respect o the global parallel transformation, then there are no 
Garden-of-Eden configurations at all. This theorem isn't as general as it might 
be since some finite configurations have only nonfinite predecessors. For example, 
consider the deterministic, one-dimensional, binary, scope-3 tessellation automa- 
ton whose local transformation is such that a cell becomes 1 if and only if one 
and only one of its neighbors in the present configuration is I. It is easily verified 
that this device has no Garden-of-Eden configurations. The hypothesis of 
Richardson's theorem does not hold for this device, though, for the pattern 010 
has as predecessors only nonfinite patterns. 
In this paper, we ask the same question that Richardson addresses in the above 
theorem: namely, when can one say that there are no Garden-of-Eden configura- 
tions in a given tessellation automaton ? Must we examine all configurations to 
test whether or not they are Garden-of-Eden, or does it suffice to examine only 
some proper subset of the set of all configurations ? We determine that the latter 
is indeed the case. Letting .~ be any property of configurations of a particular 
tessellation automaton, this property being picked from a class of such properties 
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called finitely arbitrary properties, we show that, for this given tessellation auto- 
maton, if there are no Garden-of-Eden configurations with property .~, then 
there are no Garden-of-Eden configurations at all. Two examples of finitely 
arbitrary properties are finiteness and the property of having a given state occur 
in some cell. We can thus derive a stronger esult than Richardson's from our 
main theorem, namely: if all finite configurations have a (not necessarily finite) 
predecessor with respect o the global parallel transformation, then there are no 
Garden-of-Eden configurations atall. We are even more general in that we prove 
this result for an arbitrary stratified tessellation automaton, which is a tessellation 
automaton capable of mixed parallel-sequential processing. (See Grosky and 
Tsui (1974).) 
We feel that the methodology used is interesting in that the technique 
employed--namely, the Compactness Theorem of Propositional Logic--has 
never, to our knowledge, been used in this fashion. In our opinion, this technique, 
and others imported from mathematical logic, could play an important role in 
automata theory in general. 
STRATIFIED TESSELLATION AUTOMATA 
DEFINITION 1 (Grosky and Tsui (1974)). For n >~ I, an n-dimensional 
stratified tessellation automaton, STA, is a 5-tuple (S, Z ", NI, LT, TR),  where, 
(1) S is a finite, non-empty set of states 
(2) Z ** is the set of n-tuples of integers. For ~ ~ Z% we call ~ a cell of STA. 
The set CONsT A = {c I c: Z n ~ S} is called the set of configurations of STA. 
(3) NI  is an ordered q-tuple of elements of Z n, for some finite q >/ l, 
and is called the neighborhood index of STA. Suppose NI = (Y1 ..... yq). Then, 
for ~ ~ Z% Ne(~) = (~ + Y1 ,.--, ~ + Yq) is called the neighborhood of ~. 
(4) LT  = (% .... ,%)  for some finite p ~> I, where, for 1 ~ i ~< p, 
ai ~ {0 i 0: S q -+ S}, the set or local transformations of STA. 
(5) TR  = {% ,..., %}, wherep is as in 4). For each 1 ~ i -~ p, r i is called a 
trajectory, and is a member of {¢ i ¢: {0, 1, 2,...} --+ ~(Zn)}, with the stipulations 
that, 
(a) k, m ~ O, k ¢ m-+ ri(k ) ~ ri(m) = yJ 
(b) U;=o~-~(J) = z, , .  
~x.CONsT A For I -~< i ~ p, ei and r~ determine an element g~ST, a) ~ ~I.JJ_XIST a , the set of 
global transformations, as follows, 
-(STA)fc'~ ~, where, for each cell ~ ~ Z ~, we Suppose c ~ CONsT A . Then go,,,~ t J = 
define ~(~) in the following fashion, 
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Let  ~¢ ~ {0, 1, 2,...} be such that g E -ri(a O. We call a¢ the index of cell g with 
respect o 7 i and will denote it by indexi(g). We now define c(0°,..., c~ ( ) @ CONsTA::r 
C~ 0 = C 
For0~k~<~-- land~EZ ~, 
(0 Jai(c~O(~ + Y1),..., c~O(~ + Yq)), if ~ ~ ~i(k) 
c*+l(g) Ic~¢)(g), otherwise 
Then,  E(~) = c~¢)(g). 
The  trajectory in~ticates the sequential order in which clumps of cells of Z ~ are 
processed. Cells in the same clump are processed in parallel. Notice that zi(k), 
for some k ~ O, could be ;~. This  indicates that no processing is done in the 
given t ime period. 
r i is a trajectory forpure sequentialprocessing, if, for each k ~ O, I 7i(k)] ~ 1, 
while it is a trajectory for pure parallel processing if there is some k ~ 0 such that 
~(k)  = Z~. 
For  the rest of this paper, whenever we ment ion the stratified tessellation 
automaton STA,  we are mentioning ({Sl .... , s~}, Z ", (Y1 ..... , Yq), (a l  ..... %) ,  
(~1 ,... ,~) ) .  
DEFIZ~ITION 2. Let STA be a stratified tessellation automaton. For  s ~ S, a 
configuration c c CONsTA is called s-co-finite if I{g ] c(K)v ~ s}] is finite. A 
configuration c c CONsT A is called finite if, for some s ~ S, c is s-co-finite and 
~rj(s,..., s) = s for 1 ~ j ~ p. 
DEFINITION 3. Let  STA be a stratified tessellation automaton. For  c l ,  
c 2 6 CONsT a and gl , '",  gr 6 Z~, for any finite r ~ 1, we say c 1 ~-~ ..... ¢~ c 2 if 
qG)  = ~(~J) for ] <~ j ~< r. 
DEFINITION 4. Let  STA be a Stratified tessellation automaton. Then,  a 
property .~ of configurations of STA is cal]edfinitely arbitrary if and only if, for 
all finite r ~ 1, ~z ..... ~ ~ Z ~' and si~ ..... si~ ~ S, there is a c ~ CONsT ~ having 
property ~ which is such that c(G. ) = si~ for 1 ~< j ~< r. 
Examples of finitely arbitrary propert ies are: 
(1) .~1c+-+ c is s-co-finite, for some s ~ S 
(2) .~c  +-+ c is finite 
(3) ~zc +-~ for a given s ~ S, there is a cell ~ ~ Z n, such that c(~) = s. 
DEFINITION 5. For  STA a stratified tessellation automaton, a binary quasi- 
configuration is an ordered pair, ( f l  , f~), where f~ ,f~: Z ~ -+ .~(S). A binary 
configuration is a binary quasi-configuration, ( f l  ,f~), such that, 
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(1) Fora l l  geZ ~, [f~(~-)] = ]A(g)] = 1 
(2) Let e e CONsTA be such that for all ~ z Z ~, fl(~) z {c(~)}. Then, for 
~(STA)rC~ for all ~ E Z n some 1 ~j  ~P,f2(g)  = ,g~j,~j t )~ )s 
PROPOSITIONAL LANGUAGES 
DEFINITION 6. The set of well-formed formulas (wffs), WF,  over a set of 
propositional variables, PV, is defined as follows: 
(1) Each propositional variable is a wff 
(2) I f  W 1 and W 2 are wffs, then so are (W 1 v W2) , (W 1 ^  W2) and 
(w~-+ w~) 
(3) I f  Wis  a wff, then so is ~W 
(4) If Wis  a wff, it is shown to be such via rules (1)-(3) above. 
We often leave out parentheses whenever there is no ambiguity. 
DEFINITION 7. A primitive valuation over a set of propositional variables, PV, 
is a function v: PV-+ {0, 1}. This can be extended uniquely to a Valuation 
~: WF--+ {0, 1}, over the set of wffs over PV, as follows: 
(1) g(W) = v(W) if W~PV 
(2) ~(~w)  = o ~ ~(w)  = 1 
(3) ~(w~ v w~) = o~ e(wo = e(w~) = o 
(4) ~(W I ^ W2) 1 ~ ~7(W1) = g(W2) = 1 
(5) ~(wl -+ w~) = 0 ~ ~(w1) = 1, ~(w~) = 0. 
Let 0 _C WF.  We say that 0 is satisfiable if there is a valuation ~7: WF ~ {0, 1} 
such that g(W) = 1 for all We 0. 
The following theorem is known as the Compactness Theorem for proposi- 
tional languages and its proof may be found in Bell and Slomson (1969): 
THEOREM 1. Let WF be the set of wffs over a set of propositional variables PV, 
and suppose that 0 C_ WF. Suppose very finite subset of 0 is satisfiable. Then, 0 is 
satisfiable. 
THE PROPOSITIONAL LANGUAGE CORRESPONDING 
TO A STRATIFIED TESSELLATION AUTOMATON 
Let STA be a stratified tessellation automaton. 
Let WFsT A b e the set of wffs over the set of propositional variables, PVsT h = 
(i) {P; ,~, ,ktg~Z~, l~ i~2,1~j~m, l~k~p}-  
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Let VALsT a be the set of valuations of this language. 
For each ~7 ~ VALsTA, we associate a binary quasi-configuration, ( f i e), f~)},  
by requiring that, for all g ~ Z ~, 1 ~< j ~ m, 1 ~< i <~ 2, sj ~ f~e)(g)~ Y(P~)~j,k) = 1 
for somel  ~<k~p.  
LEMMA 1. For each binary quasi-configuration ( f l  ,f2} of STA, there is a 
subset of VALsTA, {~Tt .... , %}, called the valuation set associated with ( f l ,  f~}, 
such that ( f l  ,f2) = ( f~") , f~k))  f °r 1 <~ k <~ p. 
Proof of Lemma 1. For all g ~ Z' ,  1 <~j <~ m, and 1 ~< i ~< 2, let % e VALsTA 
be determined by a primitive valuation v~, where ve(P~,k  ) = 1 ~ sj 6f~(g), 
and vk(P~),,,k,) = 0 for 1 ~< k' =~ k < p. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is crucial to our result: 
LEMMA 2. Let STA be a stratified tessellation automaton and c E CONsT A . 
Suppose for each finite r >/ 1 and ~1 ,..., ~r ~ Z~ that there is a c'~ ..... ¢, E CONsT A , 
¢~(ST A)¢'~ t \ such that, for some 1 ~ i o <~ p, SO~o,~ot~gt ..... gfl ~q  ..... ~ c. Then, there is a 
g ~ CONsT A and some 1 <~ i1 <~ p, such (STA) " that g%,,~(c) = c. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We define a subset ~ C WFsTA by ~/~ = d tJ ~ U ~ u 
~ U # k9 o~ where, 
(1) ~¢ = {P~l)s~,l v --- v P~a~.l v ... v p~l~,~ v "-" v P~])s~,~ [g ~ Z"} 
(2) ~ = {P~a,~.~ ~ ~--~P~}~, ~, I g e Z~, s, s' e {$1 ,-.-,  sin}, 1 <~ k, k' <~ p, and 
at least one of s', k' is different from s, k, respectively} 
(3) c~ = {p~.,~_. Np~,~! ,.~, ] g, g, a Z", g @ g', s, s' ~ {s t ,..., s,,}, 1 ~< 
k v~ k' <~ p } 
(4) N~ = {P~)~(0a v "-" v P~.~(0.~ I ~ e Z"} 
(5) ~ = {P~.~,e -+ ~P~,~,  I ~ ~ zn, s, s' ~ {s~ ..... s~}, 1 ~< k, k' ~ p, and 
at least one of s', k' is different from s, k, respectively} 
(i~) p(i~) . n(~) 
(6) ~ = {(P~+~.%.~ A "'" ^ ~+v0.%.~)  r~.~,(% ...... ~0).~ t g e Z", 1 ~< 
Jl .... ,jq ~< m, 1 ~< k ~< p, and for 1 ~< l ~< q, i~ = 2 if and only if 
index~(g + y,) < index~(g), otherwise i~ = 1}. 
Claim 1. Every finite subset of CUe is satisfiable. 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose ~e C ~,  ~e finite. Define A~ = {(g, c(g)} I g ~ Z~ 
and P~(~,,~ occurs as a propositional variable in a wff of °J e for any 1 ~ k ~< p}. 
We now define a configuration c* as follows: 
IfA~ = ;~, let c* be arbitrary, while ifA~ = {(gl, c(g~)} ..... (gt ,  c(gt)}} @ ~,  
then let c* be the configuration c~ ..... ~, such that a(sTA)[" "l for '5aio,'riol'~'~t, "'',~t I ~1 . . . . .  ~t C, 
some 1 ~< i0 ~< p. By hypothesis, this can be done. 
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We now define a binary quasi-configuration ( f l  ,f2} by f~(g) = {c*(g)} and 
f2(~) = (g~SX~.)(c*)(g)} for all g •Z 'L  By Lemma 1, there is a valuation 
. ~  ~o ~ ~o . . . .  (~io) ~(~/o) \  
qTio • Vt -~LST  A SUCh that ( J l  , ]2 ? = ( f i ,  f2}. This  valuation has the property  
that ~io(P~l~,k) = - (2) Vio(P;,s,k) = 0 for all 1 ~ k ~< p, k @ i0, g • Z n, s • {s 1 ..... s~}. 
We show that gio(W ) = 1 for all Weq~.  
Case l. W • ag 
Thus,  W is of the form P~1~1,1 v "" v P~}~,~,I v "" v P~1~1. ~ v "" v p~l,[,~,~, 
for some ~ • Z ". 
Suppose gio(W) - -  O. 
Thus ,  ~io(P~'~l,1) . . . . .  VZ-o(P~l~m,1 ) . . . . .  77,o(P~*{,v) . . . . .  gio(P~,~.~,) =
• .(~,0 ) .~ .  = 0, which implies that s 1 .... ,sm ¢]1  ( ) f l(~) = {c*(~)}. 
Hence, c*(g) v~ sj for 1 ~< j ~< m. 
Th is  isn't  possible, which means that gio(W ) = 1. 
Case 2. We:Y)  
Thus,  W is of the form -¢,,,~Pm _+ ~.~p(2)_;,,,,~, for some ~ • Z'*, s, s' • {Sl ,..., s~}, 
1 <~ k, k' ~ p, and at least one of s', k' different from s, k, respectively. 
Suppose ~io(W ) = O. 
Thus,  - (~) - m k' = v%(P¢,s, k, ) = 1, which implies that k Vio(P~,s,l¢ ) = = i o . This  
means, in turn, that s =/= s'. 
Hence, s, s' • f (~o l (g)  =f l (g )  = {c*(g)}, which implies that s = s'. 
This  isn't  possible, which means that ~io(W ) = 1. 
Case 3. W e Cg 
Thus,  W is of the form ,~,~,~(1) _+ ~p(1)~,,~,,k, for some ~, ~' • Z ~, ~ :/= ~', 
s,s '  ~{s l , . . . , sm},and 1 <~ k ,k '  ~p,k  ~ k'. 
Suppose gio(W ) = O. 
Thus,  - (1) ~ tpm ~ 1, which implies that k k' = i o This  is a Vio(P~,~,~) = lot ~',~',~'~ = = • 
contradict ion, which means that ~7%(W) = 1. 
Case 4. W c- ~e  
Thus,  W is of the form D~z) D(~) for some g e Z n. • ;,c(~),1 V " '"  V ~t ~,c(~),~ 
Suppose gio(W ) = O. 
Thus , -  (~) - ,n(~) ~ ,-(~o )---- vio(P~,~(Oa) . . . . .  v~o~r~,dO,~) = O, which implies that e(~) q~]2 [g) 
(STA) ~< (NTA) :g 
f=(~) = {g%,,,o(c )({)}. Hence, c(~) =# g%,,~o(C )(~). 
But, Wof th i s  form implies that (g, c(g)} • A, =# ~.  Hence, by the construc-  
~(ST A)Ic:g'II~'~ t ion of c*, we must have that c(g) = g%,-%v It ). 
This  is a contradiction, which means that g%(W) = 1. 
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Case 5. W e 
Thus, W is of the form ~,s,k°(2) -+ ~-~r¢,~,,k.'~(~) for some ~ e Z ~, s, s' e {s 1 ,..., sin) ,
1 ~ k, k' ~ p, and at least one ors', k' different from s, k, respectively. 
Suppose Vio(W ) = O. 
- (2 )  __  - -  (2 )  Thus, Vio(P~,s,~) -- vio(P~,s,,~, ) = I, which implies that k z k' = i o . This 
means, in turn, that s =j= s'. 
Hence, s, s' ef(2%)(~) = f2({) ~-~ {g(aS:,A}0(C*)(~)), which implies that s ---- s'. 
This is a contradiction, which means that ~io(W ) ~- 1. 
Case 6. We 
(il) p(i~) - ,~(2) 
Thus, W is of the fo rm (P~+71,sil,l ~ A " ' "  A ~+"/q,sjq,~) ~ r~.,g% ..... %),~ for 
somegeZ ~',1 ~ j l , . . . , jm~<m,  1 ~<k~pand,  fo r l  ~ l~p, i ,=2 i fand  
only if indexk( g + y,) < indexk(g), otherwise it = 1. 
Suppose ~io(W ) = O. 
-- , r~( i l  ) . . . .  (iq) x -- (2) 
. . . . .  Vio(P~,~k(% ..... %).k) = O, Hence, V~o(r'~+~,%,k) ~ Vio(r'~+~,,%,k) 1, and 
which implies that k = i o . 
Thus, for 1 ~< d ~< q, 
t{c*(g + Ya)} if ia = I 
(STA) e*  I{g%,%( )(g + re)} if i a = 2, 
4"(~io)[~ (STA) e*  and (rio(s~ ,..., sj~) v-J2 k',J = f2(g) = {g%.%( )(g)}" 
_(STA)IC.Vg~, and, for 1 ~ d ~ q, Thus, alo(s~ ,..., s~) :/= g%.%~ ~k 
t c*(g + Ya) if indexio(g + Ya) >/indexio(~) 
S~ a = (STA) [e,X[~ (1) g%,%~ ~ + Ya) if index~0(g + Ya) < index~o(g) 
(STA) t'£:~\[~\ But (1) implies that aio(s~z ,..., s~) = g%.%~ ~ ~. 
This is a contradiction, which means that Oio(W ) ~ 1. 
Hence, ~io(W ) --~ 1 for all We ~,  and thus ~/e is satisfiable. Since ~ was an 
arbitrary subset of ~ ,  we have that every finite subset of ~ is satisfiable. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus, by Theorem 1, ~ is satisfiable. Let ~ e VALsTA be such that O(W) = 1 
for all We "//~ and let <f(x~),f~)) be the binary quasi-configuration associated 
with ~. 
Claim 2. <f~) , f~) )  is a binary configuration. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose not. 
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(~) Case 1. There  is a g ~ Z ~ such that f l  (~) = ~.  
- - -~(1)  x IThus,  v(t '~.~.~ =0 for all 1 ~j~m,  1 ~k  ~p,  which implies that 
~7r~(a) o(~) ~(1) r)(1) \ ~*~,s~,l v "-' v *~,..~,1 v "" v *~,s~,. v "-- v *~,s~,,~) = O, which cannot be. 
Case 2. There is a g ~ Z ~ such that [ f~)({) l  > 1. 
Thus,  there are 1 <~j~ vajz ~< m such that sh ,  s h ~f[e)(~), which implies that 
g(P~.~,ex) = g(P~I.~,~) = 1 for some 1 <~ ha, kz <~ p. Hence, g(P{l~q,~a-+ 
~,~p~l~,~,~=) = 0, which cannot be. 
Case 3. There  is a ~ e Z ~ such that f~v)(g) = ;~. 
Thus,  ~(P~2{~.z) = 0 for all 1 ~ j  ~< m, and 1 ~< k ~<p, and this implies that 
g(P~Z~(O.~ v "" v P~,~(O.~,) = O, which cannot be. 
Case 4. There is a ~ e Z ~ such that If~)(~)/> 1. 
This  is similar to Case 2. 
Case 5. Let  ~ ~ CONsTA be such that, for all ~ e Z ~, f[~)(g) = {g(~)}. Then,  
there is no 1 ~ 1 ~ p, such that, for all ~ @ Zn,f2(~)(~) = tgal,rz(-(STA)I~I~k )t ).(" 
From the definit ion of E and the fact that ~ satisfies ~ ' ,  ~ ,  ~,  we have that there 
is an 1 ~ l 0 ~ p, such that, for all ~ c Z ~, v(pc,e(o,zo)- (a) = 1 and ~(P~a~,,t) = 0 for 
s e {s 1 ,..., s~,}, 1 ~ l ~ p, where either s v~ g(g) or l 7 ~ lo. 
Let  Y {g n ~ ~ Z~ nd (~)(~ {STA) ~ = a f2  , , v ~ {g%,,,o( )( )}}" By hypothesis, Y v a ;~. 
Let  ~' ~ Y be of min imum index with respect o r~0. Consider the states s~ ,..., sjo 
of ~' -+- y~ ,..., ~' + yq, respectively, just before cell ~' is processed. According 
to ra0 , some of these cells were previously processed and some were not. 
For  1 ~ u ~ q, suppose ~ '+ y~ was previously processed. Then,  s~ = 
,o,,~o,~)t~ + y~) by construction and we get that ~Trp(2) ~ ~ 1, since ~7 \ ~'+yu,s~u,Zo) 
satisfies ~.  For  1 ~ u ~ q, suppose g' q- g~ wasn't  previously processed. Then,  
~7(P~,*~+r~,%d0) = 1. Since ~7 satisfies ~-, we have that V(P~,ZlO~o(% ...... @Zo) = 1, 
and hence f~)({ ' ) : -{cho(s~,  .... ,6,)}. But in this case, azo(s~, , .... s~) = 
g(STa)(qg~,h which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. C;lO,TlokCJk"~ 1' 
Claim 3. There is a configuration g~ CONsT a and an 1 ~ i 1 ~ p such that 
g(STA) rn~ 
Proof of Claim 3. For  g a Z% define g(g) as the unique element offl(~)(~). By 
Claim 2, there is an 1 ~ i, ~ p such that f~) (g)  (STA) * - -  {ga,~,~,fe)(1;)} for all ~ ~ Z '~. 
Now, for all ~aZ ~, v, tm2) D(2) ~ 1, which implies that uk*  { ,e ({) ,X  V " ' "  V "{ C~,c({), ] = 
cO;) ~f(#(~;) 
Thus,  for all ~ ~ Z n, c(~) (STA) = g;q,,~,(c)(~). Q.E.D.  
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Thus, our result follows. 
Now for our main result. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let STA = <{q,..., s~}, Z ~, (Y1,"', "&), <a, .... , at ) ,  (r l , . . . ,  %) )  
be a stratified tessellation automaton, and suppose ~ is a finitely arbitrary property 
of configurations of STA. Suppose there are no Garden-of-Eden configurations with 
property ~.  Then, there are no Garden-of-Eden configurations at all. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let c ~ CONsT A . We will show that for some 1 ~ i 0 ~< p, 
there is a ~ c CONsT A such that _(STA):~ g~io,%okC) ~ C. 
Let r ~ l, r finite, and ~1 .... , ~r ~ Zn be arbitrary. By hypothesis, there is a 
configuration c' with property ~ such that, for 1 ~ j ~ r, c'(~) = c(~j). Also 
by hypothesis, c' is not a Garden-of-Eden configuration. Thus, for some 
1 ~ i '  ~ p, there is a configuration g ~ CONsT A such (STA) - that g~c:: (c)  ~'~;1 ..... ;, c .  
~(STA)(gX/I, ' 't = C"(~j)' ~--- C(~j) ,  and hence Thus, for all 1 ~< j ~< r, go¢:~,t )t ' ,~') 
g(STA)(= ~. %'.'r~ "t'c) "~¢~ ..... G c. 
By Lemma 2, our result now follows. Q.E.D. 
We also have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1. Let STA be a stratified tessellation automaton. There exists a 
property ~ of configurations of STA such that ~ is finitely arbitrary if and only if 
CONsTA has no Garden-of-Eden configurations. 
Proof of Corollary 1. For c ~ CONsT A , define ~c  <-~ c is not a Garden-of-- 
Eden configuration of STA. 
Suppose # is finitely arbitrary. There are obviously no Garden-of-Eden 
configurations with property ~.  Thus, by Theorem 2, there are no Garden-of- 
Eden configurations at all. 
Suppose that CONsT A has no Garden-of-Eden configurations. Thus ~c  is true 
for all c e CONsTA - Obviously, -~ is finitely arbitrary. Q.E.D. 
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